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The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by and for the Government of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without 
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 
This invention relates to a device for simulating in- 
Bight motion of an aircnaft or space craft, and more par- 
ticularly to a centrifuge mounted motion simulator. 
There are presently, in existence, several types of man 
carrying centrifuges. These mechanisms provide for 
angular movement of a cockpit about a yaw axis, pitch 
axis, and roll axis, simultaneously with circular ho-' I~ZOE-  
tal motion of the centrifuge arm. These centrifuges 
however, do not provide for reversible, vertical cockpit 
movement simultaneously with the above mentioned mo- 
tions. This deficiency in prior art devices results in a 
mechanism wherein not all motions of fiight travel are 
simulated. 
Another disadvantage of known simulators is that their 
centrifuge arm structure is normally pivotally mounted 
at one end without support at the other end. This type 
of arrangement requires the use of a heavy arm structure 
to  support the cockpit assembly weight. Furthermore, it 
necessitates the use of extremely expensive, heavy, cus- 
tom made drive components. 
The present invention overcomes the first mentioned 
disadvantage by providing the end of the centrifuge arm, 
remote from its pivotal connection, with elevator mecba- 
nism. The cockpit is carried by the elevator mecha- 
nism which is capable of vertical translation, thus pro- 
viding far the flight motion absent in prior art devices. 
Additionally, the elevator tower operates as a ground 
support for the end of the centrifuge arm remote from 
its pivotal connection. All of the vertical dead load and 
inertial forces of the cockpit, as well as most of the hori- 
zontal icertial forces of the mechanism are carried by 
the elevator means. This promotes the use of light, low 
inertia space frame type structures for the centrifuge arm 
and the elevator structure. This provides many advan- 
tages in that the expensive drive trains of prior art de- 
vices are no longer necessary. Furthermore, power re- 
quirements to actuate the power trains are greatly re- 
duced. Power sources can be located adva~tageously 
inertiawise because of drive trains previously not feasible. 
It is, therefore, an object of this invention to provide 
a centrifuge mounted motion simulator which has ground 
support means for the end of its centrifuge arm remote 
from the end conventionally having pivotal connection 
with support structure. 
Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
centrifuge mounted simulator having a manned cockpit 
carried by elevator structure capable of reversible, ver- 
tical translation. 
Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 
centrifuge mounted motion simulator having a centrifuge 
arm supported at one end by trolley means running on a 
circular track, the track providing a reaction surface for 
a centrifuge arm drive cable driven from a power source 
located at the point of pivotal connection of the other 
end of the centrifuge arm. 
Another object of this invention is to provide a cen- 
trifuge mounted motion simulator having elevator struc- 
ture, capable of vertical translation, carried by the end of 
a centrifuge arm opposite the end of its conventional piv- 
otal connection; the elevator structure being driven by 
cables associated with a motor located at the point of 
pivotal oonnection of the centrifuge arm. 
5 Still anolther object of this invention is to provide a 
centrifuge mounted motion simulator having a gimballed 
cockpit with associated drive rings for motion about yaw, 
pitch and rol! axes; the drive rings being lined with a re- 
silient deformable material which receive oog drive chains 
10 assuring a positive, non-slip, zero backlash frictional 
drive. 
Another objed of this invention is to provide a cen- 
trifuge mounted motion simulator which can provide si- 
multaneous, rapidly reversible circular horizontal move- 
15 ment, linear vertical1 movement and angular translation 
about axes of roll, pitch, and yaw of a manned cockpit, 
with high rates of reversible linear and angular accelera- 
tion with a minimum of backlash and shock on startt up 
and reversal on all motions. 
20 Yet another object of this invention is to  provide a 
centrifuge mounted motion simulator having a minimum 
number of standardized component parts, advantageously 
arranged to give an economical article of nlanufaoture. 
These andother objects and advantages of this inven- 
23 tion will become apparent upon reading the specfication 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings. 
In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a perspective view showing the centrifuge 
mounted motion simulator of this invention; 
30 FIG. 2 is a diagrammatic vieiw showing the drive means 
for the centrifuge arm and elevator structure, as well as 
the five degree freedom of motion of the simulator; 
'FIG. 3 is a segmental, side elevational view of the cen- 
trifuge mounted motion simulaftor showing the pivotal 
35 connection of the centrifuge arm with the pylon and a 
portion of the drive train for the centrifuge arm and 
elevator structure; 
FIG. 4 is a segmental, top plan view of the centrifuge 
mounted motion simulator showing the drive train for 
40 the centrifuge arm and the elevator structure; 
FIG. 5 is a side elevational view of a portion #of the 
elevator tower and cage showing the manner in which the 
cage is movable on the tower, and the manner in which 
the drive cables are connected to the elevagtor cage for 
45 lifting and lowering the cage; 
FIG. 6 is a segmental, side ehvational view of the 
simulator showing the manner in which the oockpit is 
connected to the elevator cage, and the power means and 
drive trains for moving the cockpit about the yaw, pitch, 
50 and roll axes; 
FIG. 7 is a segmental, elevational view showing the 
simulator elevator wing trolley cooperating with a cir- 
cular track, and the manner in which the centrifuge arm 
drive cable is associated with the circular track; 
55 FIG. 8 is a cross sectional view taken along the section 
lines VPII-VDI of FIG. 7; 
FIG. 9 is a cross sectional view taken along the sec- 
tion lines IX--EX of FIG. 8; 
FIG. 10 is a fragmentary end elevational view of the 
60 centrifuge arm, partially cut away, to reveal the driving 
drums of the centrifuge arm and the means for tension- 
ing the centrifuge arm drive cable driven by said driving 
drum; 
FIG. 11 is a cross sectional view taken along the sec- 
65 tion lines XI-XI of FIG. 5; 
FIG. 12 is a cross sectional view taken along the sec- 
tion lines XII-XI1 of FIG. 11; 
FIG. 13 is a cross sectional view taken along the sec- 
tion lines XIII-XIII of FIG. 6 ;  
70 FIG. 14 is a perspective, diagrammatic view showing 
the location of the power means and drive train for 
rotating the cockpit about the yaw axis; 
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FIG. 15 is a l:erspective, diagrammatic vieiv sho.is/ing for the various chains to insure a tight, nonslip, zero 
the location of the power means and drive train for rotat- backiash friction drive for moving the cockpit above the 
ing the cockpit about the pitch axis; various axes. 
FIG. 16 is a perspective, diagrammatic view showing The centrifuge mounted motion simulator is desig- 
the location of the power means and drive train for mov- 5 nated ge~eraliy as 18. The assembly 10 includes the gen- 
ing the cockpit about the roll axis; era1 compo~ents of the foundation 11, the track 12, t b ~ :  
PIG. 17 is a fragmentary, front elevational view oP pylon 20, the centrifuge arm 30, the elevator tower 35, 
the yaw drive rillg and yaw drive ,-hain associated there- the elevator cage 683, and the gimbal structure 85 includ- 
with; ing the cockpit 31435. The assembly is powered by the 
FIG. 18 is a cross sectional view taken along the sec- 10 centrifuge drive 114, elevator drive 134, yaw drive 164, 
tion lines XVIII-XVIII of FIG. 17; pilch chive 179, and roll drive 3194. Control system 205, 
FIG, 19 is a cross sectional view taken along the set- as manipulated by the operator, determines the individ~~al 
tion lines XIX-XIX of FIG. 17; and or sin~ultaneous movements of the various drive systems. 
FIG. 20 is a schematic view showing the control sys- Referring now more particularly to the details of the 
tem for the centrifuge mounted motion simulator. I invention, FIGS. 1 and 3 best illustrate the foundation 14 
~ ~ ~ i ~ ~ l l ~ ,  this invention relates to a device which simu- now to be described. The foundation 31 is composed of 
man's flight in an aircraft or spacecraft, and is material such as concrete. It  is of sufficient size and 
utilized for training purposes. The centrifuge mounted depth to adequately support the centrifuge mounted mo- 
motioll is situated on a foundation, A tion simu!ator assembly 10. Foundation ll is provided 
pylon is rigidly fixed to the foundation and pivotally s u p  20 With a centrally located pit Ida which receives parl of 
the one end of a truss type centrifuge arm. An thmnt r i fuge  arm drive 114 to be explained more fully 
elevator tower is fixed to the other end of the centrifuge hereinafter. 
arm and has elevator win,os which carry trolley members. A continuous circular track 12 surrounds the pit 1Ba. 
The trolley members run on a circular track which sur- The track 12 is a section of a conventional railroad track 
rounds the pylon and is fixed to the foundation. nie :J having an I-shaped cross sectional configuration. Ht is 
end of the centrifuge arm renlote from its pivotal coil- fi"d to the foundation in a conventional manner. The 
nection with tht: pylon is thus supported by means in the top surface 13  (FIGS. 7 and 9 )  of track 12 operates as 
form of the elevator tower, troliey members and track a rollway for the trolley mechanism of elevator tower 
structure. Means are provided to connect said elevator 35 to be explained more fully hereinafter. h i d e  and 
cage with said elevator tower for vertical guided move- 33 outside grooves 14 and 17 respectively are formed about 
menls on the elevator tower. n e  elevator cage in turn the inner and outer peripheries of track 12 as a result 
carries a gilnbal mounted cockpit supported by means of its I-shaped cross sectional configuration. A resilient 
that permit movement about yaw, pitch, and roll axes. material 116 (FIG. 9), such as rubber, is bonded to a guide 
The centrifuge arm is driven by an endless drive cab!e channel 1 5  fixed to the track outside groove 27 inter- 
which is entrained about the circular track, over appropri- :3 mediate between the top and bottom edges thereof. The 
ate sheaves and about driving drums carried by the cen- base of the guide channel 15, which is generally U-shaped 
trifuge arm adjacent its pivotal connection with the pylon. in cross section, is fixed directly to the track 12 by con- 
The driving drrims are driven by a drive train from a ventional fastening means such as bolting. A generally 
centrifuge arm drive motor fixed lo the foondation within semici~cular guide notch 18 is formed in the deformable 
the pylon. Motor means adjacent to the driving dlums, 40  material 16 which lies within the guide channel 15. The 
thru an appropriate power train, also drives winding guide notch 118 receives the centrifuge arm drive cable 
drums which raise and lower the elevator cage and the in a manner to be explained more fully hereinafter. 
cockpit carried thereby. Cables are fixed to these wind- Positioned immediately over the foundation pit % l a  is 
ing drums, directed over appropriate sheaves and there- the pivot pylon 2% It has a pyramidal configuration 
after fixed to the elevator cage to transfer the motion of 45 foraed from four legs 21 which are tied together by cross 
the winding drums to the elevator cage. The winding bracing 23. The bottoms of the legs 28 are fixed to plate 
drums and driving drums, as well as the area of the track like feet 22 which are fixed to the foundation 11 by con- 
with which the centrifuge arm drive cable comes in con- ventional fastening means. The tops of the legs are se- 
tact, are lined with a resilient material to permit tern- cured to a platform 24 positioned parallel with respect to 
gorary indentation to increase the csescient of the fric- 50 the foundation 11. Rigidly fixed to the platform 24 is a 
tlon between these members and the drive cab!es. Mzans ringlike pivot bearing 25. The portion of the platform 
are provided for tensioning the drive cables assuring a 24 within the pivot bearing 25 is removed to allow pas- 
nonslip zero backlash drive. sage of a component of the centrifuge drive mechanism 
The gimbal mounted cockpit includes a yaw frame 114. Securely mounted for rotation in the pivot bearing 
which is pivotally connected to the elevator cage. A yaw 55 25 is the inner or pivot end of the centrifuge arm 30. The 
drive ring is fixed to the yaw frame and is driven by centrifuge arm 30 has a generally rectangular cross sec- 
an endless. yaw drive chain rotated by a yaw drive motor tional configuration, of the space frame type, and is con- 
carried by the elevator cage. This mechanism provides structed from aluminum members. It  has longitudinal 
for movement of the cockpit about the yaw axis. stringers 31 connscted together at spaced intervals by up- 
A pitch frame is pivotally mounted within the yaw 60 right stringers 32 and horizontal stringers 33. Crass brat- 
frame ~roviding for pivotal movement about the pitch ing 34 is fixed diagonally between the stringers where nec- 
axis. Pitch drive segments are suspended from the pitch essary to provide the necessary strength properties for 
frame to which the ends of pitch drive chains are anchored. the centrifuge arm. The majority of the centrifuge arm, 
These chains are moved by an appropriate power train and which is of substantial length, projects radially from its 
power means carried by the yaw frame. c j point of pivotal connection with pivot pylon 26). The far 
  he cockpit is pivotally mounted on the pitch frame end, or elevator end of the centrifuge arm terminates ad- 
providing for its movement about the roll axis. A roll jacent the track 12. 
drive ring is fixed to the cockpit. It is engaged by an end- The elevator tower 35 (FIGS. 1, 4 and 5), which is also 
less roll drive chain which is also trained about the output a rectangular cross sectional, truss space frame type, alu- 
sprocket of a roll drive motor fixed to the pitch frame. 70 minum structure, is bed to the far end of the centrifuge 
The yaw drive ring, pitch drive segments and roll drive arm 30. It is disposed generally transverse with respect 
ring are lined with a resilient deformable material. The to the centrifuge arm 30, the long dimension of the strut- 
yaw drive chain, pitch drive chains and roll drive chain ture being generally vertical. The elevator tower 35 is 
are provided with cogs which form temporary indeiltations composed of corner guide posts 36,40, and corner posts 4$ 
in these linings. Tensioning mechanism is also provided 78 and 42, all of which are tied together by horizontal and 
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diagonal bracing 43. The far ends of centrifuge arm inside gnide rollers 66. The upper and lower outside 
longitudinal stringers 31 are connected directly to the guide rollers 65 operate in guideway 37 of guidepost 35, 
corner posts 41 and 42 which project above and below the whereas upper and lower inside guide rollers 66 operate 
arm. Adjawnt the connection of the lower longitudinal in guideway 38 of the guidepost 36. The yoke-like con- 
stringers 31 with the corner posts 41 and 42 are fiiied 5 figuration of the carriage 64 allows it to straddle the guide- 
sheave brackets 58 and 59 the purpose of which will be post 36 and be directed thereby. 
explained subsequently. Guy rods 44 are tied between The projecting portion of the cage top 62 also carries 
the top and bottom of corner posts 41 and 42, and the top tangential stabilizer members 69 and 69a (FIG. 4) .  
inner end of centrifuge arm 30 to reinforce the extremities These stabilizer members are essentially fixed casters hav- 
of the tower. 10 ing vaheels 7@ and 7Oa which cperate on the runway sur- 
The guide posts 36 and 40 operate to direct the travel of faces of the elevator tower guidepost (runway surface 39 
an elevator cage carried by the elevator tower, and are of guidepost 3 6 ) .  
located approximately over the track 12. Since each of The elevator cage bottom 75 is generally similar in con- 
these guide posts is identical, only the guide post 36 will figuration to the elevator cage top 62. It  projects normally 
be explained in detail. FIGS. 11 and 12 best illustrate 15 from the bottom of elevator cage back 61 and has a shaft 
the cross sectional and elevational configurations of the Honsiag 76 which opposes the shaft housing 63 (FIG. 5)  
guide post 36. The cross sectional configuration of the and is alizned therewirh. The elevator cage bottom 95 
guide post 36 appears as back to back I-shaped members. also projects behind the elevator cage back 61. This pro- 
The grooves formed by the formation of the front I-mem- jecting portion carries bottom vertical guide carriages 97 
ber provide guide ways 37 and 38 for carriage rollers of 20 and 77a (FIG. 13). Stabilizer members (not shown) 
the elevator cage. Tne inner inside surface of the front cooperate with the bottom vertical guide carriages in a 
1-member provides a runway 39 for tangential stabilizer llaanner similar to the arrangcment in which the top 
casters also carried by the elevator cage. slzbiliber members 63 and 69a operate as shown in FIG. 4. 
Fixed to the elevator tower 35 and projecting in oppo- Bnt-mlediate the elevator cage top and bottom 62 and 
site directions from the sides thereof are elevator trolley 25 75 are positioned intermediate vertical guide carriages 
wings 45 and 45A (FIGS. 1 and 4). Since the elevator 72 and 72a (FIG. 13). These guide ca~riages are basi- 
trolley wing 45A is a mirror image of the elevator trolley cally similar in construction to the top vertical guide car- 
wing 45, only the latter will be explained in detail. A riage 64, except that only inside and outside guide rollers 
wing beam 46 (FIG. 1) is fixed to the elevator tower 35 are utilized rather than two pair as in the top vertical 
adjacent to the connection of its corner post 42 with an guide carriage 64. 
upper longitudinal stringer 31 of the centrifuge arm 30. The combined vertical guide carriages direct the move- 
This wing beam depends downwardly and is directed out- ment of the elevator cage 60 on the elevator tower 35. 
wardly such that its other end lies over the track 12, As shown in FIG. 4, the guide carriages limit movement 
where it is fixed to a connector 48. A horizontal beam of the elevator in a radial direction away from the cen- 
49 and angle member 47 are both joined to the connector 35 trifuge arm 30. The stabilizer members limit movement 
48 and to the bottom end of corner post 42 and guide of the elevator cage 60 in a transverse direction with re- 
post 40 respectively. Additional cross bracing is appro- spect to the centrifuge arm 30. Elevator cage 60 is other- 
priately located to provide adequate strength for the ele- wise free to move vertically on the elevator tower within 
vator trolley wing. The trolley 50 (FIG. 7 )  is fixed to 4 O  the extremities of the guideposts 36 and 40 or within 
the connector 48. Trolley suspension structure 51 carries slops (not shown) placed on the guidepost. 
trolley wheels 52 which ride on the track surface 13. The gimbal structure, generally 85, which is suspended 
Trolley retainers 54 and 55, located transversely with re- from the elevator cage 60 inclildes the yaw frame struc- 
spect to the trolley wheels 52 and 53, are fixed to the ture 86 and pitch frame structure 95 as well as coclcpit 105. 
trolley suspension 51. Bevelled retainer rollers 56 and The yaw frame 86 is essentially an aluminum picture 
57 are journalled on the retainers 54 and 55 respectively, 45 frame-like member with an open center. The upper and 
and engage the outside and inside grooves 17 and 14 of ~ower  members of the frame are provided with opposed 
the track 12. The retainer rollers maintain the trolley and aligned upper and lower pivot shafts 87 and $8, re- 
wheels on the track, their primary function being that or' spectively; which are journalled in the shaft housing g?) 
preventing transverse movement and lifting of the trolleys and 76 of the elevator cage 60 (FIG. 6).  A yaw frame 
with respect to the track. drive ring 89 (FIGS. 1, 6, 17, 18 and 19) surrounds 
The elevator cage 60 (FIGS. 1, 5, 6 and 13) is a steel the Yalv frame $6 and is fixed to the upright members 
tube, trussed structure carried by the elevator tower 35. thereof. The Yaw frame drive ring 89 is a U-shaped 
The baclc 61 of the elevator cage is a rectangular frame- channel member, and has its interior lined with a re- 
like member to which a generally triangular shaped top silient, ckforrnable material 90 (FIG. IS ) ,  snch as rub- 
62 and bottom 7 5  are secured. The top 62 projects a t  '' ber. The Purpose for the lining 90 will be explaineil 
substantiaily a right angle from the back 61. It  is sup- "Ore fully hereinafter. Also, fixed to the upright mem- 
ported by angular bracing fixed to the back 6B. The apex bers of the Yaw frame $6, intermediate the ends, are pitch 
of the elevator cage top 62 or portion remote from back pivot pins 91 and 92. These pitch pivot pins project 
61 carries a shaft housing 63 located on a vertical axis or into the interior of the yaw frame 86, and are in op- 
yaw axis 94 (FIG. 2). 'The elevator cage top $2 projects " posed, alizned, relationship along a horizontal axis or the 
a short distance behind the elevator cage back 61 (FIG. pitch axis 192. 
1 1 ) .  Top vertical guide carriages '64 and 64a are carried A picture frame-like pitch frame 95 with an open 
by the projection. They are located on opposite sides of center, and having smaller overall dimensions than the 
the elevator cage top and are substantially identical in con- Yaw frame $6, is located between the upright members 
struction. Because of the similarity between the car- of said yaw frame. Opposing side members of the pitch 
riages, only the carriage 64 will be explained in detail. frame are provided with bearing apertures 96 a l ~ d  97 
The carriage 64 is generally yoke shaped as illustrated (FIG. 6 )  which receive the pitch pivot pins 91 and 92 
in FIG. 11. The yoke is further bifurcated as shown in respectively. The pitch frame 95 is capable of move- 
PIG. 12. The carriage 64 thus has four finger-like por- 70 ment about the pitch axis 192. Roll axle bearings 99 
tions, two of which appear on either side of the guide- and 180 are located at intermediate points on the end 
post 36 of elevator tower 35. The finger-like portions on members oP the pitch frame and are in opposing and 
one side of the carriage 64 have journalled thereon up- aligned relationship. These bearings are located along 
per and lower outside guide rollers 65, the opposing finger- the roll axis 203. A half-moon shaped pitch drive seg- 
like portions having jonrnalbd thereon upper and lower 75 ment Idel is fixed underneath the one side of the pitch 
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frame 95, and a similar pitch drive segment 102 is fixed thc upper cenlriiuge shcaves 127 and 128. Tile centrifuge 
underneath the other side of the pitch frame 85. The drive cable 431 is then directed to the pivot end or' the 
peripheries of these segments are grooved, thc ;rooves centrifuge arm 38 and wrapped around the lined grooves 
being lined with a resilient, deformable material (not 122 and 125 of stationary driving drum 1211 and movable 
showi~), such as the material 9@ which linzs the yaw 3 driving drum 124, respectively. The manner in which the 
frame drive ring $9. The pitch drive segments 101 and centrifuge dlive cable 1136 is wrapped around the driv- 
1102 are utilized to rotate the cockpit 105 about the pitch ing drums is best illsrstrated in FIG. 10. It has been 
axis in a manner to be explained more fully Irereinclftcr. found that a wire cable operates satisfactorily; however, it 
The coclcpit 1105 is a modified section of an airplane is lo be understood that within thc broadest aspect of t!le 
fuselage and is generally dome shaped ~vith a hollow 1,) invention other equivalent material might be utilized. The 
interior provided with access means, seating mfalis for endless centrifuge drive 131 is tensioned by the jack 124 
tha operator and control means, all of which are con- which separates the moveable driving drum 124 from 
vcntional and not shown in detail. Projecting froin op- thc stationary driving drum 121. 
posiie ends of the cockpit 1@5 are roil axles 105 and The elevator d r i x  system 13% provides for vertical 
107. They are journalled in the roll axle bearings 99 13 translation of the elevator cage 60 and the cockpit carried 
and PO@ formed in the pitch frame 95. This pivotal thereby. An elevator drive motor 1135 (FIGS. 1, 3 and 4) 
connection provides means whereby the cockst may move is fixed on the top side of the upper longitudinal stringers 
about the roll axis 203. A ring-like roll drive track 1108 311 of the cenirifuge arm 30. It is located at the inner 
snrromds the cockpit and is fixed thercto in the manner end of the centrifuge arm 30 to minimize inertial forces 
best shown in FIG. 6. The roll drive track 10% is also 29 created upon circular translation of the centrifuge arm. 
U-shaped in cross section, the interior of the irack be- The elevator drive shaft 136 of the elevator drive motor 
ing lined with a resilient, deformable material such as is provided with a drive sprocket 137. It  powers elevator 
90. idler shaft 138 via an idler shaft silent drive chain 140 
Reference will now be made to means in the form of which is entrained thereabout and about idles shaft driven 
power and drive trains utilized to move the cockpit in 25 sprocket 139. An idler shaft drive sprocket 1148 powers a 
various directions. The first of thcse means to be ex- line shaft 1142 which has a line shaft sprocket 143. They 
plained wiil be the centrifuge drive 114 which imparts are driven by line shaIt silent drive chain 144 which is 
reversible, horizontal, circular translation to tile centrifuge entrained about sprockets 1141, 143. Winding drums 
arm 30 and cockpit 105 carried thereby. 1145 and B46, each having adjacent reversely wound 
The centrifuge drive motor 115 (FIGS. 1 and 3 )  is set 29 grooves, are fixed to opposite ends of the line shaft 142. 
on end in the foundation pit B1a where the base thereof Elevator lowering sheave 149 is fixed to the other end 
is anchored to the foundation. The centrifuge output or of the shalt jonrnalled in sheave bracket 58 (FIG. 4), and 
driveshaft 816, including intermittently spaced flexible cou- lowering sheave B5@ is keyed to the inner end of the shaft 
plings, projects upwardly from the motor and through a _ journa1le.d in sheave bracket 59 (FIGS. 2 and 4). Lift 
the opening formed in the pylon platform 24 within tile --' skaves B G 7  and 121: are Iceyed to shafts jonrnalled in 
pivot bearing 25 as previously described. A centrifuge brackets fixed to the elevator tower 35 which are located, 
drive sprocket 198 (FIG. 3) is fixed on the centrifuge resuectively, approximately above the sheave brackets 58 
shaft 186 betwen antifriction bearings, mounted to the and 59 as best shown in FIG. 2. 
pivot end of the centrifuge arm. An endless ceimtrifuge f i S t  cable 151 (FIG. 2)  is anchored to one side of the 
drive multiple roller chain 130 is entrained about the ) winding drum 145 and directed over lift sheave 147 and 
cent~if~age drive sprocket 118 and a centrifuge driven connected to take up eye I52 which is fixed to the bottom 
sprocket 919 which forms a part of fixed driving drum tubular member of elevator cage back 61. Another lilt 
121. The fixed driving drum 121 is journalled in bearings cable $53 is fixed to one side of winding drum 146, the side 
fixed to the longitudinal stringers 31 of centrifuge arm that has grooves wound similarly to the side of the wind- 
30 (FIG. 3) .  It has a multiplicity of grooves 922 which 45 ing drum 145 to which the lift cable 1511 is connected, and 
are lined with a resilient material having a high coefficient directed over lift sheave 142 and connected to take up eye 
of friction. A movable driving drum 124 is journalled 154 connected to the other side of the lower tubular mem- 
in slidable bearings which are also fixed to the longitudinal ber of elevator cage back 61. 
stringers of the centrifuge arm 30. It also has a multi- A lowering cable 155 is anchored to the other end of the 
plicity of lined grooves 125 similar to and horizontally 50 winding drum 145 and is directed under the lowering 
aligned with the grooves 122. sheave 149 and fixed at the other end to take up eye 156 
Tensioning mechanism 126 (FIG. 4), such as a con- which is fixed to the upper tubular member of elevator 
ventional mechanical screw jack is positioned betwecn the cage back 61. Lowering cable 957 is anchored to the 
bearings of the stationary driving drum and the bearings other side of winding drum 146, directed under lowering 
of the movable driving drum. It is used to separate the 55 sheave 1140 and is fixcd at the other end to lowering cable 
driving drums and thereby tension a centrifuge drive cable tak-up 158 which is connected to the other side of the 
which is wrapped about the grooves and driven by the upper tubular member of elevator cage back 61. Depend- 
driving drums. ing on the direction of rotation of elevator drive motor 
An upper centrifuge sheave 127 is fixed to the outer end 3135, which is reversible, lift cables 1511 and 153, and lower- 
of a shaft journalled in sheave bracket 58. An upper 60 ifig cables 155, 157 are taken up or played out from the 
centrifuge sheave 128 is similarly fixed to a shaft carricd winding drums 145 and 146 causing vertical movement 
by sheave bracket 59 located on the other side of the of the elevator cage 60 and the cockpit I@§, carried 
centrifuge arm 38). These sheaves are positioned outside thercby. 
the centrifuge arm 30 and the elevator tower 35 so that Means in the form of yaw drive 164 (FIGS. 6 and 14) 
their structure does not interfere with the centrifuge arm 65 is responsible for movement of the cockpit 105 about the 
drive cable. Lower centrifuge sheaves 129 and 238 are yaw axis 84. Yaw drive motor 165 is mounted on yaw 
journalled upon angle member projections (angle member motor mount 82 carried by the elevator cage back 68. 
47 of elevator wing 45) as best shown in FIG. 4. These The yaw motor 165 has an output shaft 166 to which is 
sheaves are located immediately below the upper cen- fixed yaw motor drive sprocket 167. 
trifuge sheaves 127 and 128, and outsidc of and tangzn- 70 The yaw motor drive sprocket 167 moves a yaw motor 
tial to  the track 12. drivc chain 168 (FIG. 18) which is also entrained about 
An endless centrifuge drive in the form of an elongated the paw drive ring 89 fixed to the yaw frame 86. It  is 
flexible member, such as cable or rope 231, surroeznds the of the endless silent type having links 169 with projecting 
tiack 12, and lies in the guide notch 18. It is directed tceth 170. Adjustnble yaw motor tensioning spring loaded 
under .the lower centrifuge sheaves 129 and 138 and over 75 idlers 971 and 972 (FIG. 18), of conventional design, 
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engage the back side of the yaw drive chain 68 and will be sct up for a programmed seiies of combinc3 
provide means for taking up chain slack. nlotions. The signals from the computer are fed to 1 I x  
Means in the form of pitch drive B79 (FIGS. 6 and various drive motors to produce the movements. These 
15) provides for movement of the cockpit 105 about the pr~grammed motions may deviate From true Aight in 
pitch axis. The pitch motor I80 is carried by the bottom whlc'n case the pilot in the cockpit must attempt to coun- 
of the yaw fra~ne 86. It  has a through drive shaft 139 teract bjr manipulation of controls withia the coikpi'r. 
with drive sproclcets 183 and P83a fixed to its opposite However, for purposes of illustration, the operation of thc 
ends. The pitch motor drive sprockets 1183 and 183a silnuiator will be explained as controlled from the cockpit 
move transfer shaft driven sproclcets 185 and 185a fixed to as if unprogrammed since the programming is axwen- 
the transfer shafts I84 and 181a journalled on the yaw 10 tional. 
frame bottonl, via pitch motor silent drive chains I82 and If the operator within the cockpit energizes the ccntri- 
182a. The transfer shafts 184 and 184a have transfer fuge control 208 a signal is conveyed to the computer 
shaft drive pinion sproclcets 186 and 186a fixed thereto 206 which analyzes the message and directs energization 
and positioned in vertical alignment with respect to the of centrifuge drive motor 115. The centrifuge drive shaft 
pitch drive segments 101 and 102 respectively. Pitch I 116 and centrifuge drive sprocket 118 keyed thereto are 
segment silent drive chains 187 and 187a have their open rotated, causing movement of the centrifuge drive chain 
ends anchored to the pitch drive segments 101 and 102 120. This in turn causes rotation of the stationary driving 
respectively, adjacent the pitch frame 95. This forms a drum 121. 
half chain arrangement, the loop ends of the pitch drive The centrifuge arm driving cable 1311 being in tight 
chains 187 and P8Ta being driven by the transfer shaft 20 frictional contact with the fixed driving drum 121 as 
dri~ie sprockets 186 and B86a. These pitch drive chains well as the enlovable driving drum 124, due to pre-tension 
are the same type as the yaw drive chain 168. of thc jacking mechanism 126 and driving tension, is given 
Tensioning means, in the form of tensioning rollers linear transiation and pull on one side of either the fixed 
189 and 18Ba (FIGS. 6 and 15) engage the back side o l  or movable driving drum depending on the direction of 
the pitch segment drive chains 187 and 187a and take up 25 rotation. At the far end of the centrifuge arm 38 and 
the slaclc in the chains to provide a nonslip, zero back- elevator wings 45 and 45n, the centrifuge drive cable 
lash drive. 131 is led over sheaves 127, 128 and 829 and 130, into 
Means in the form of roll drive 194 ((FIGS. 6 and 16) tight frictional enaagement with rubber iined guide notch 
provides for movement of the cockpit 105 about the roll 18 around fixed track 12, exerting tangential pull on th? 
axis 203. Roll drive motor I95 is carried by the inner 30 movable elevator trolley wings, t h ~ ~ s  continuously pull- 
side member of pitch frame 95. Drive shaft 196 of roll ing them and the centrifuge arm 30 around the circular 
drive motor 195 is provided with a sprocket 197 track. The centrifuge drive cable 131 is thus picked up 
drives an endless roll silent drive chain 198. The roll and laid down continuously in the guide notch 18 provid- 
drive chain 198 also encircles the roll diive track 10% ing for the centrifuge arm drive. It is always in frictional 
which is secured to the cockpit 805. The roll drive chain 35 contact with the guide notch 18 over approximately 90 
398 like pitch drive chain 68 is of the cog chain variety. percent of the track periphery. Tnis long length of tight 
Conventional tensioning means 205, which includes a friclional engagement of the centrifuge drive cahlc 131 
pair of tensioning rollers located on either side and in with the fixed track 12, and the multiple turns of the 
frolzt of the roll drive sprocket 197 (FIG. 6 ) ,  engage the centrifuge drive cable about the stationary and movable 
back of the roll drive chain 295 to take up slack in the 40 driving drums I21 and 124, insures positive, slipless, non- 
chain and force the cogs thereof into contact with the backlash driving for the centrifuge arrn 50 and the coin- 
deformable resilient material lining the roll drive track ponent~ carricd thcreby including the cockpit 1@5. 
108. The roil drive motor 195 is reversible providing Since the centrifuge drive motor 115 is reversible, clock- 
clock-wise and counter clock-wise movement of tile cock- wise or counterclockwise pivotal movement of the centri- 
pit 205 about the roll axis. fuge arm 38 about the pivot pylon 20 is possible. 
Safety brakes may be utilizcd to control movemcnt 45 Operation of elevator control 209 results in actuation 
about the yaw, pitch and roll axes. These may be con- of elevator drive motor 135 as determined by the com- 
trolled manually or by overspeed switches. The elevator puter 206. The shaft E36 of the elevator drivc motor 
mechanism is normally provided with limit switches wllich Powers elevator idler shaft 138 via elevator drive sprockct 
control brake means that prevents excessive vertical travel 137 and idler driven shaft 139. The elevator idler sharft 
of the elevator cage. The elevator brake as well as a drives the elevator line shaft 142 through elevator idler 
brake for the centrifuge arm are associated with their shaft drive sprocket 141, elevator line shaft drive chain 
respective motors. These structures are generally con. 144 and elevator line shaft sprocket 143. The willding 
sidered conventional and are, therefore, not explained drums 145 and 146 keyed to the end of line shaft 142 arc 
in detail. 55 thereby rotated. Depending on the direction of rotation 
The control system 295 (FIG. 20)  for the nlction of elevator drive motor 135, either the shaft cablcs 1511 
simulator assembly 10 is illastra:ed diagrammatically. and 253 are wound and the lowering cables 155 and 157 
The control pallel 207, which is located in the cocfcpit, Unwound from the respective winding drums to raise the 
and the computer 2596 which may be positioned at a con- elevator, or vice versa to lower the elevator. 
trol panel fixed to the foundation or otherwise conveni- Yaw drive motor I65 is actuated by the operation of 
ently located, are all of conventional design. The the yaw control 210 through the computer 2%. This 
fuge drive motor 115, the elevator drive motor 135, the results in the rotation of yaw drive chain 1168 which is 
yaw drive motor 165, the pitch drive motor 180 and the entrained about the yaw frame drive ring 89 and yaw 
roll drive motor 195 are all electrically connected to the motor drive spmcltet 167. The yaw motor tensioning 
computer 2@6 in a conventional manner. This is also idlers 171 and 172 place a sufficient amount of pressure 
true of the centrifuge control 288, the elevator control 65 on the back of the yaw motor drive chain so as to force 
209, the yaw control 210, the pitch coiztrol 218 and roll the teeth 870 thereof into the resiliei~t deformable lining 
control 212 all of which are operable at the control panel 98 on yaw frame drive ring 89. This drive arrangement 
257 located in the cockpit 105. is essentially the same as a positive chain and sprocket 
70 arrangement; however, it provides the additional ad- Operation vantages of absorbing some of the shock on starting and 
Within the broadest aspect of the invention, it is to be stopping, and is also silent in operation. The yaw drive 
understood that the various motion simulations of the motor 165 is reversible to provide movement in either 
motion simulator assembly 10 can be controlled from direction about the yaw axis 94. Movement of the cock- 
within or without the cockpit. Normally, the computer 75 pit 105 about the yaw axis, as controlled by the yaw 
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drive 164, is generally limited lo a plus or ntinus 180 pendently of said centrifuge arm's speed of rotation, and 
degrees or 3 total of 360 degrees. drive means for rotating said centrifuge arm and cockpit 
Pitch control 218 actuates pitch drive motor 880 as abont said pylon. 
determincd by computer 206. The pitch motor 180 2. A centrif~lgc 1nonr.ted motion simuiator comprising; 
Fowers tiansfer shafts 184 and 184a by chain drives which 5 a pylon, a centnfuge aria having a pivotal connection at  
lncistdes pitch drive sp~ockeis 183, 183n transfer shaft on2 end to said pylon and being rilovab!e thereabout, 
driven sprockets 185 and B85n, and drive chains 182 and ~Poscd track means surrounding said pylon, support nleans 
152n which cooperate with the respective sprockets. The fixed to the other ei:d of said centrifage arm inciucling 
d l ; ~ e  sprockcis 186 and 1862 of transfer shaft 114 and wheeled trolley mcans runoing on said track, said tiack 
184o drive the pitch segment drive chains 187 and 187n. 10 having a peripheral euide thereabout, drivi~lg ~ ~ L I L I ~  nlcans 
The ends of these chains are anchored to the pitch drive cariied by said centiiEuge arm, an elongated flexible mem- 
segments 101 and 102 as previously explained. The ten- ber eiitraincd abont said guide and said driving drnla 
sion rolleis 189 aiid 18% remove all slack in chains 187 means, power means for actuating said driving drum 
and B87a. The resilient deformable lining on the pitch means to cause said flexible member to rcact with said 
drive segments 1@1 and 102 provide silent, shock reduc- 15 guide and move said centrifuge arm aboclt said pylon. 
ing, wearproof operation. The pitch drive 179 is similar 3. A centrifnge mountcd motion simclator as in claim 
in this respect to the paw drive 164. The pitch drive 179 2 wherein said diiving drum means includes at least a 
is limited in its movement about the pitch axis to plus fixed d i i ~ i n g  drum and a moveable driving dmm, and 
or minus 45 degrees or a total of 90 degrees of movement. jacking ncails for separating and maintaining said driv- 
Roll contlol 212, when actuated, provides for the op- 20 ing dlurns separated to tension said elongated flexible 
eration of roll drive motor 195. Roll drive sprocket 197 member, said driving drums and power means being lo- 
moves roll dlive chain $98 which is entrained about the cated within the proximity of said pylon to minimize in- 
roll drive track 108. As in the yaw drive 164, the ten- ertial forces. 
sioneis 280 force the teeth on roll drive chain 198 into 4. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in claim 
eagagement with the resi!ient lining of the roll drive track 25 3 wherein said driving drums have inultiple grooves; said 
108 to give a similar drive. The roll drive I94 is capable grooves and said guide being lined witin resilient material 
of 360 degree movement in either direction about the roll to minimize slippage between said dliving d~ums,  guide 
axis. and said elongated flexible member. 
Hn tile above explained operation, each direction of 5. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator comprising; 
movement of the motion sirnitlator assembly 18 has been 20 a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connection at  
explained separately. It should be understood, however, onc end to said pylon and being moveable thereabout, 
that any conlbination of the controls 208 through 212 ~ r o u ~ ~ d  S lpport means supporting the other end of said 
may be actuated simullaneously to give combined move- centrifuge arnl including an elevator tower, elevator cage 
ments. For examp!e, if the centrifuge control %08, eleva- means vertically movablc on said lower, a cockpit carried 
tor control 209, and roll control 212 are actuated simul- 35 LY said elelator cage ineans, and drive nieans for rotating 
ianeously, the centriluge arnl 30 will have circular trans- said centrifuge arm about said pylon and for raising and 
latioil about the pylon 20, the elevator cage 60 will have lowering said elevator cage means including said cockpit. 
vertical translation, and the cockpit will move about the 6.  fl centrifuge mounted motion sinuiator comprising; 
roll axis. It should be remembered that the cockpit 105 a p1710n, a centrifuge 2rn1 having an inner and outer end 
is carried by the gi~lbal  structure 85 which in turn is 49 the former of which has a pivotal connection with said 
carricd by the elevator cage 68 attached to the centrifuge pylon; c!osed track means surrounding said pylon, sup- 
azm 30. ~ h u s ,  all three of these simulated motions are port means %ied to the outer end of said centrifuge arm 
imparted to the cockpit 105. includi~~g an elevator tower having oppositely directed 
It can be seen that tfie above described centrifuge elevator wings with wheeled tro!ky means running on 
nlo11nted motion simulator has many advantages over 45 said track, elevator cage means aovable on said elevator 
prior art arrangements. Initially, the motion simulator tower, a cockpit car:ied ~ J Y  said elevator cage means, said 
is constructed from a minimum nulabel of standardized track means having a cable guide thereabout, driving 
componpnt parts which are advantageously arranged to drum means carricd by said centrifuge arm, a centrifuge 
piovide a rnaintonance free, feasible s lp~c-  d i k e  cable entrained about said drive cable guide 
mre. ~ h - ,  manned cockpit is capable of 5 degree freedom t ; ~  and driving drum means; first drive means for actuating 
of r;lction incll~ding reversible, vertical translation at the said driving drum means to cause said drive cable to re- 
far end of the centrifuge arm. l&y supporting the far act with said cable guide and rotate said centrifuge arm 
end of the centrif~~ge arm on a ground located track, all about said pylon, and second drive means for raising and 
of the dead load and inertial forces, as well as lowering said elevator cage means and cockpit carried 
most of the horizontal forces are transmitted directly 55 tlleieb~- 
therelo. This facilitates the use of a light, low inertia 7. A centrifuge mounted motion sinlulator as in claim 
space frame structure for the centrifuge arm, elevator 6 whel-in said sccond drive means includes windin: drunn 
tower accoxpanping elevator wings. Use of this mems ca~ried by said ccntrifuge arm, elevator cable 
type of strucmre reduces the power requirements neces- means 'S~ed to said elevator cage means and to said wind- 
sary, and provides for its application through light, sin~ple, 60 ing drum means, and motor means actuating said winding 
cables or be1.t drives from inertiamwise advan- dium rneaas for raising and lowering said elevator cage 
tageous locations. means and cocl~pit. 
Ob~iiously, many modifications and variations of the 8. A centrifuge n~ounted motion simulator as in claim 
present invention are possible in the light of the above 7 wherein said w:nding drum means includes a pair of 
teachings. It is, therefore, to be understood that within 65 SPX" winding drums having adjacent reversely wound 
the scope of the appended claims the invention may be spiral grooves. 
practiced otherwise than as specifically described herein. 9. A ceniiifnge mounted motion simulator as in claim 
What is claimed is: 7 wherein said elevator cage includes takeup eye means 
a. A centiif~ige mounted  notion simnlator compris- and said elevator cable lileans are fastened to said take- 
jng; a pylon, a centiif~xge arm having a pivotal connec- 70 up eye means, and said motor means for actnating said 
tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- winding drum means and said winding drum means are 
about, ground support means supporting the other end of located in the proximity of said pylon to minimize in- 
said ccntrifuge arm, a cockpi;, Illears connecting said ertial forces. 
cockpit to said cent~ifilge arm othcr esid for vcitic:tl BO. A centrifuge mounted motion sinwlator compris- 
move,,!cn"; fimcnilj to vertically nlove said ~0~1ip; i  inde- 75 ing; a pylon, a centrifilge arnt having a pivotal connec- 
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tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- deformable resilient material to provide a silent, positive 
about, ground support means supporting the other end engagement, nonslip, zero backlash drive. 
of said centrifuge arm including an elevator tower, ele- 16. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- 
vator cage means vertically movable on said tower, a ing: a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connec- 
cockpit carried by said elevator cage means, gimbal means 5 tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- 
mounting said cockpit on said elevator cage means for about; ground support means supporting the other end 
movement about a yaw, pitch and roll axis, and control of said centrifuge arm including an elevator tower, ele- 
means and drive means connected with said centrifuge vator cage means vertically movable on said tower; a yaw 
arm and being operable to provide movement of said frame pivotally mounted on said elevator cage means 
centrifuge arm, elevator cage means and said cockpit for 10 about a vertical yaw axis, a yaw drive ring fastened to 
five degrees of motion simulation. said yaw frame, yaw motor means carried by said eleva- 
11. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- tor cage means driving a yaw drive chain engaging said 
ing; a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connec- yaw drive ring to move said yaw frame about the yaw 
tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- axis, a pitch frame pivotally mounted within said yaw 
about, ground support means supporting the other end 15 frame about a horizontal pitch axis located transversely 
of said centrifuge arm including an elevator tower, ele- with respect to said yaw axis, pitch motor means carried 
vator cage means vertically movable on said tower; a yaw by said yaw frame, pitch drive chains anchored to said 
frame pivotally mounted on said elevator cage means; a pitch drive segments, said pitch drive chains being driven 
cockpit carried by said yaw frame, a yaw drive ring by said pitch motor means for moving said pitch frame 
fastened to said yaw frame, yaw motor means carried by 20 about said pitch axis, a cockpit pivotally mounted on said 
said elevator cage means; a yaw drive chain interconnect- pitch frame about a roll axis located transversely with re- 
ing said yaw motor means and said yaw drive ring to spect to both said yaw and pitch axes, a roll drive ring 
move said cockpit carried by said yaw frame about a yaw fixed to said cockpit, roll motor means carried by said 
axis, elevator drive means for raising and lowering said pitch frame, a roll drive chain interconnecting said roll 
elevator cage means; and centrifuge drive means for ro- 25 motor deans and roll drive ring for moving said cockpit 
tating said centrifuge arm about said pylon. about said roll axis, elevator drive means for raising and 
12. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in claim lowering said elevator cage means; and centrifuge motor 
11 wherein said yaw drive ring is lined with a deformable and drive means for rotating said centrifuge arm about 
resilient material, said yaw drive chain having teeth, said said pylon. 
teeth forming temporary indentations in said yaw ring 30 17. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in claim 
lining to provide a silent, positive engagement, nonslip, 16 wherein said yaw drive ring, said pitch drive segments 
zero backlash drive. and said roll drive ring are lined with a deformable re- 
13. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- silient material; said yaw drive chain, said pitch drive 
ing: a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal CoMeC- chains and said roll drive chain having teeth forming tem- 
tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- 35 porary indentations in said linings to provide a shock re- 
about, ground support means for the other end of said duced, silent, positive engagement, nonslip, zero backlash 
centrifuge arm including an elevator tower, elevator cage drive. 
means vertically movable on said tower, a yaw frame 18. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in claim 
pivotally mounted on said elevator cage means, means 17 wherein tensioning means are applied to said yaw drive 
connected with said elevator cage means to move said 40 chain, said pitch drive chains, and said roll drive chain to 
frame about said yaw axis; a pitch frame pivotally force said chain teeth into said linings. 
mounted on said yaw frame, a cockpit carried by said 19. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- 
pitch frame, pitch drive segments fixed to said pitch ing: a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connec- 
frame, pitch motor means carried by said yaw frame, tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- 
pitch drive chains anchored to said pitch drive segments, 45 about; closed track means surrounding said pylon; sup- 
said pitch drive chains being driven by said pitch motor port means fixed to the other end of said centrifuge arm 
means for moving said cockpit carried by said pitch including wheeled trolley means d n g  on said track, 
frame about a pitch axis; elevator drive means for raising said track having a cable guide thereabout, driving drum 
and lowering said elevator cage means; and centrifuge means carried by said centrifuge arm, a centrifuge arm 
drive means for rotating said centrifuge arm about said 50 drive cable entrained about said cable guide and said 
pylon. driving drum, centrifuge drive means for rotating said 
14. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- driving drum means to cause said drive cable to react 
ing: a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connec- with said cable guide and rotate said centrifuge arms; 
tion at one end to said pylon and being movable there- an elevator cage carried by said centrifuge arm, elevator 
about, groand support means for the other end of said 55 driving means iucluding winding drums carried by said 
centrift~ge arm including an elevator tower, elevator cage centrifuge arm, elevator drive cables connected to said 
means vertically movable on said tower, a yaw frame piv- elevator cage and to said winding drums for raising and 
oially rnollnted about a yaw axis on said elevator cage . lowering said elevator cage; a yaw frame pivotally 
means, means connected with sdd elevator cage means to mounted on said elevator cage about a vertical yaw axis, 
move said yaw frame about said yaw axis; a pitch frame 60 a yaw drive ring fastened to said yaw frame, yaw motor 
means carried by said elevator cage, a yaw drive chain pivotally a pitch axis On said yaw frme, interconnecting said yaw drive ring and yaw motor means 
a cockpit pivotally mounted on said pitch frame, means to move said yaw frame about the yaw axis, a pitch frame 
connected with said yaw frame to move said pitch frame including pitch drive segments, said pitc., frame being 
about said pitch axis, a roll drive ring fixed to said cock- 65 pivotally mounted within said yaw frame about a hori- 
pit, roll motor means carried by said pitch frame, a roll zontal pitch axis located transversely with respect to said 
drive chain interconnecting said roll motor means and yaw axis, pitch motor means carried by said yaw frame, 
roll drive ring for moving said cockpit about a roll axis, pitch drive chains anchored to said pitch drive segments, 
elevator drive means for raising and lowering said ele- said pitch drive chains being driven by said pitch motor 
vator cage means; and centrifuge drive means for rotat- 70 means for moving said pitch frame about said pitch axis, 
ing said centrifuge arm about said pylon. a cockpit pivotally mounted within said pitch frame about 
15. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in a roll axis located transversely with respect to both said 
claim 14 wherein said roll drive ring is lined with a de- yaw and pitch axis, a roll drive ring fixed to said cockpit, 
formable resilient material, said roll drive chain having roll motor means carried by said pitch frame, a roll drive 
teeth, said teeth forming temporary indentations in said 75 chain interconnecting said roll motor means and said roll 
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drive ring for moving said cockpit about said roll %xis; on the arm in the proximity of said pylon to minimize in- 
and control means operable by an operator in said cock- ertial forces, and being interconnected with said cockpit 
pit to actuate said centrifuge drive means, elevator driv- and centrifuge arm to provide reversible vertical trans- 
ing means, and yaw pitch and roll motor means, to pro- lation of said cockpit simultaneously with reversible rota- 
vide separate or simultaneous movement of said centri- 6 tion of said centrifuge a m .  
fuge arm, said elevator cage and the cockpit about the 
yaw, pitch and roll axes. References Cited by the Examiner 
20. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator as in claim 
19 wherein said cable guide and driving drum means are UNITED STAT@ PATENTS 
fined with a resilient and tensioning means ap- 595,051 12/97 Elieson ---1----------- 74-229 
plied to said centrifuge arm cable to provide a tight, non- 996,653 7/11 Brown ---A- ------------ 73-1 
slip friction drive. 1,342,871 6/20 Ruggles ---------------- 35-12 
21. A mounted motion as in claim 1,393,456 10/21 Ruggles -L -------------- 35-12 
19 wherein said yaw drive ring, said pitch drive segments 1390,990 6/26 F d e r  --------------- 106235 
and said roll drive ring are fined with a resilient deform- 15 1,791,655 213 1 Bisch -------2---------- 35-12 
able material, said yaw drive chain, said pitch drive chains 2,357,481 9/44 MaUm ----1:---------- 35-12 
and said roll drive chain having teeth, and means for ten- 295259516 Hermann,~----------- 35-12 
sioning said chains whereby said teeth form temporary in- 2,814,944 12/57 Brown --LA-------------- 73-1 
dentations in said resilient deformable materid to pro- 2,954,702 10160 Pt2tersen ------------- 74-230.7 
vide a silent, positive engagement, nonslip zero backlash 20 2*9871932 6/61 SzOnn ---------------- 74-229 
drive. 2,988,925 6/61 Sauer ----------------- 74-229 
22. A centrifuge mounted motion simulator compris- 
ing: a pylon, a centrifuge arm having a pivotal connec- FOREIGN PATENTS 
tion at one end to said pylon, first driving means mounted 11,438 5/07 Great Britain. 
on said arm for moving said arm about said pylon, verti- 25 EUGENE R, CAPOZIO, Primary Examiner. 
cally movable cockpit means carried by the other end of 
said centrifuge arm, and second driving means mounted LEO SMILOW, JEROME SCHNALL, Examiners. 
